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When one accomplishes reconnecting to the Mind of God through the frequency specific mid 

brain and saturating all of their light bands with the highest frequency of Source by breathing 

the frequencies of Source and then oscillating those frequencies into the cells of the body, the 

feeling is pure BLISS, pure JOY. A feeling beyond what can be comprehended through the 

mortal mind. When we become free from the mortal or world beliefs that lock us into the anti 

Christ or Altered Ego Mind- which means the entire mind of the world- we are set free to be 

in the infinite Mind of God. That mind is Total Freedom, Total Instant Manifestation, Total  

Co-Creation minute by minute every day. 

Imagine Feeling something far far more Blissful than your Highest Imagination can imagine. 

The Bliss of being in the Mind of God has not been experienced on this Earth. That 

experience will begin in 2013. The AntiChrist will be removed from our minds forever. Our 

brain will function differently than it does now. It will not retrieve images from the world to 

reprocess every day in old or new over used forms. That old brain in the upper cerebellum 

will be completely over ridden by the frequency specific mid brain connecting into the mind 

of God. 

That new beginning will happen immediately after the last battle of the Mother Ship through 

the command of the one we know as Jesus Christ. The stories that were told to us about Jesus 

Christ being our Savior are true. Except, now we are being told what he is really saving us 

from. There have been millions of entities, planets and systems who have been trying to over 

power and destroy this planet Earth. Jesus Christ has always been in charge of the vast Light 

Armies that have united to gether to save this planet from their take over. The plan of the light 

over powering the dark, or the higher frequency transmutting the lower frequency has already 

been finalized and guaranteed. That is not a Probable Future- that is the Heroic Future that 

will be ours. The victory has already been won.  

This date was never actually the date of Yeshua ben Joseph's or Jesus Christ's birth date. IT is 

actually the date that Christ will be born in our Consciousness on Earth. That means the anti-

christ, or alter ego, the mortal mind in the upper cerebellum will be completely over ridden by 

the frequency specific mind of God. 
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